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In the market for freeze drying machines for the pharmaceutical industry, the demand for automatic loading and unloading systems is increasing. This kind of machine strictly requires clean and aseptic conditions to avoid adverse health effects and cross-contamination. Azbil Telstar has developed a new automatic system that uses a non-contact magnetically driven mechanism called a magnetic lead screw. Improvements achieved by this system include high cleanliness by eliminating the bellows, sterilization of all parts going inside the freeze drying chamber, and compact layout by reducing the length of the front pusher and eliminating the rear pusher.

1. Introduction

Azbil Telstar has more than 50 years of experience in designing and manufacturing freeze drying machines for pharmaceutical production. This kind of machine uses loading systems that can be operated manually, semi-automatically, or fully automatically in order to handle vials containing pharmaceutical products. Although an automatic loading and unloading system requires a high initial investment and much
space for the machine, it has the advantage of cost reduction by decreasing the number of operators in the cleanroom, raising productivity by reducing operation cycle time, and maintaining quality. It can also free operators from hard work and allow toxic products to be handled more safely in isolators. Recently, customers tend to prefer freeze drying machines with automatic systems.

In designing this kind of machine, manufacturers must follow good manufacturing practices (GMP), a compendium of regulations enforced by regulatory authorities for the pharmaceutical industry, such as the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). GMP guidelines cover quality management systems, the quality of raw materials, design considerations, robust operating procedures, etc., in order to assure the quality and purity of manufactured pharmaceutical products.

Automatic systems have matured and the technology employed by different manufacturers has not evolved much recently. However, current proprietary systems still have room for improvement in terms of GMP and their large footprint, so customers are not fully satisfied with systems currently on the market. Taking customer requirements into consideration, Azbil Telstar has developed a new automatic loading and unloading system with a patented non-contact magnetic drive mechanism. It is very compact and easily integrated customer requirements into consideration, Azbil Telstar has developed a new automatic loading and unloading system with a patented non-contact magnetic drive mechanism. It is very compact and easily integrated and a controlled one-way airflow to keep the area clean and sterility.

In the following, the details of Azbil Telstar’s two main automatic vial managing systems are described.

2. Current Automatic Vial Loading Systems

2.1. Push-push system

This option consists of a long pusher in front of the machine that loads vials row by row, until the final push completes loading of the full shelf. To unload vials, there is a rear pusher (called a Colt), that works with several rods encapsulated in a revolver drum, which are released and coupled one by one. This configuration makes the machine more compact, but is more expensive and complex. In a push-push configuration, it is also possible to replace the Colt with a long rear pusher, but this option is not very common.

2.2. Push-pull system

• **Pusher + Belt:**

In the pusher + belt configuration, instead of a rear pusher, a Colt or rear long pusher, there is a belt mechanism. As in the push-push system, a front long pusher is used in the loading phase. A belt which has a bar for handling vials, and belts connected to the bar on both sides, are used in the unloading phase to pull vials out of the chamber. This system is more compact than the rear pusher.

2.3. Opportunities for improvement in current systems

Azbil Telstar’s current automatic loading and unloading systems are well known and are used in many freeze drying machines. However, both systems can be improved to the benefit of customers. The main improvements needed are: better adherence to GMP, reduced footprint, decreased maintenance operations, and easier cleaning by automatic procedures.

In the push-push system, points that can be improved are the use of bellows and the need for a large installation space. Bellows are spring-like components made of plastic or stainless steel that compress and extend during normal operation. They are needed to fully cover linear movement which can potentially generate particles. Since bellows have narrow grooves, they are difficult to clean completely and there is always a risk of remaining contamination. Also, the system has a long pusher in front, which restricts the workspace of operators. Moreover, it makes the design of isolators and open or closed RABS more complex due to the necessity of sealing the long pusher. The Colt is a compact pusher composed of a revolver drum with several discrete rods (bullets) that connect to each other to form a long pusher. It is installed in the back of the machine. This system restricts the design of the condenser of the freeze drying machine. A desirable improvement would be to remove the bellows and pusher from the system or to reduce the length of the pusher.

With regard to the belt system, there is a mechanism that guides belts into the machine properly. Since the belt is a thin sheet of metal, the belt guiding system has very narrow grooves. Therefore the belt guiding system is very difficult to clean and sterilize completely. A desirable improvement would be to remove any narrow grooves like those of the belt guiding system.

Fig. 4 shows the labeled sub-systems.

3. Magnetic Lead Screw

3.1. Difference from a conventional lead screw

Lead screw transmission is widely used in automatic transport systems in order to position an object linearly with high accuracy. However, in the case of a system which needs great cleanliness during operation, such as in pharmaceutical manufacturing processes, there is a GMP restriction on using this technology because contact between the screw and nut generates particles. Additionally, grease is normally used, so there is considerable risk of contamination. To avoid these problems, a conventional lead screw requires some kind of modification for clean applications, such as covering it with a bellows. However, there are important concerns and limitations with regard to bellows, including maximum allowable stroke, periodic maintenance, difficulty of cleaning, and increased cost.

By contrast, an actuator called a magnetic lead screw, which transfers the drive force by magnetic coupling, has previously been studied and developed. It can solve the problems of the lead screw because there is no contact and therefore no particle generation. However, a magnetic lead screw has less ability to transfer force, and is less rigid than a mechanical lead screw, so the design must take these characteristics into account. On the other hand, the nature of magnetic technology allows misalignments to occur without breaking any mechanical component.

3.2. Principle

Next we describe the structure of the magnetic lead screw that was developed for the new system. It is composed of a screw shaft and a nut. The screw shaft is made of ferromagnetic steel and has threads with a certain pitch and shape. The nut is composed of neodymium permanent magnets which are magnetized spirally with the same pitch as the threads of the screw shaft. There is a yoke at the periphery of the nut magnetized in order to close the loop of the magnetic circuit. The screw shaft is supported by bearings at both ends so that it can rotate. The nut is supported by a guide mechanism so as not to rotate but to be movable along the axis. It is most stable when the magnetic poles of the nut face the threads of the screw shaft. When the screw shaft is rotated it generates a relative displacement between the magnetic poles and the screw threads. Thereupon a restoring force is generated which acts to restore a stable position by magnetic coupling. By that means the nut moves linearly following the rotation of the screw shaft.
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It is difficult to calculate the restoring force because adjacent magnetic couplings possibly interfere with each other, and the magnetic circuit in the magnetic lead screw is complex. Therefore the restoring force has been calculated with the finite element method (FEM). The relationship between restoring force and relative displacement is shown in Fig. 7. According to calculations, peaks in the restoring force occur at a relative displacement of 45° and in the opposite direction at 135°. There is no restoring force at a relative displacement of 0, 90 or 180°. Because we used a double threaded screw as the screw shaft, if the relative displacement reaches 180°, the magnetic pole of the nut couples with the next thread of the screw shaft. Therefore it is assumed that this will repeat at a cycle of 180°. To use this mechanism for a transport system it is important to consider whether the peak thrust force is sufficient for transport, and the effects of rigidity on positioning accuracy.

It is composed of different subsystems, including the following:

- **Shelf**: A place where loaded vials are placed. It represents the interior of a freeze drying machine chamber.
- **Conveyor**: Used for transporting vials in a loop to perform endurance tests.
- **Bridge**: Serves as an intermediary for transporting vials between the conveyor and the shelf. It can be separated in order to close the chamber door. In this prototype the chamber door has been omitted.
- **Pusher**: Used to push vials from the conveyor to the bridge.
- **Drive unit**: Composed of the screw shaft of the magnetic lead screw and the guiding system for the slider. It runs along both sides of the shelf and bridge, and is composed of different assembly groups which can be connected to and disconnected from each other.
- **Slider**: Contains the nut of the magnetic lead screw and can be moved from bridge to shelf. It has a long bar that spans the bridge or shelf and is used to pull or push vials.
- **Buffer unit**: (Not shown.) A rotary table is used to store vials, and is connected to the conveyor so as to implement a continuous loading and unloading sequence.

The sequence of loading and unloading vials is as follows. First, vials are transported from the buffer unit and are lined up on the conveyor. Next, the pusher pushes a row of vials out of the conveyor and goes back to standby position. These steps are repeated until all the vials are unloaded from the conveyor. In this situation, some of vials are on the shelf, but others are still on the bridge, since the pusher does not have a long stroke. The slider then moves to the end of the bridge and pulls the vials with the bar to complete the loading of the shelf.

In the unloading operation, the slider first moves to the end of the shelf. Next, it pulls vials off the shelf in the direction of the conveyor.

4.2. Improvements achieved

In this section the improvements achieved by the new system using a magnetic lead screw are discussed.

First, the system is more cleanable. It is important to remove small grooves and holes from the system because they are difficult to clean and may contain contaminating particles. Because there can be a gap between the screw shaft and the nut, the screw shaft can be fully covered with a stainless steel pipe (standard steel is not acceptable in GMP area). Then, since only a short stroke is needed, the pusher does not require covering by a bellows, because linear motion is achieved by a rotary mechanism with rotary seals. In this way the system with a magnetic screw, which has a round shape and smooth surface, is more cleanable.

Second, the system provides steam sterilization and cleaning in place (CIP) of the slider in the chamber. Steam sterilization is widely used for sterilizing freeze drying chambers because it does not require special chemicals, and the process takes less time than other methods. No power cable, signal cable, or other wiring is needed for control of the slider, and it can stay inside the chamber when the chamber door is closed. The slider is composed of material such as stainless steel and FDA-approved plastic parts that have good temperature and corrosion resistance characteristics. Therefore the slider can withstand chemical cleaning and steam sterilization processes.

Many automatic loading and unloading systems are manually cleaned by the operator, but this is a difficult job. It also carries the risk of contaminants remaining in the system, depending on the ability and tools of the operator. The availability of steam sterilization and CIP in the chamber helps to maintain quality and relieves the operator of hard work.

Third, the new system is compact. Because the slider loads vials from the bridge to the shelf, the pusher does not need the long stroke of the current system. That makes the system compact and makes it possible to prevent the parts of the pusher from hanging over the cabinet in front of the conveyor and to eliminate the rear pusher (such as a Colt or long rear pusher). This gives users a better work space and affords flexibility of layout.

5. Conclusion and Future Prospects

The new and revolutionary automatic loading and unloading system we developed for freeze drying machines is a valuable upgrade to state of the art solutions. Its unique and patented design with a non-contact magnetically driven slider assembly and a...
compact front pusher that fits in easily with isolators and closed RABS, together with the absence of a bellows, the elimination of the rear pusher and belt mechanisms, the possibility of sterilizing all parts that go inside the chamber and in contact with the product, and its inherent simplicity, cleanliness, and reliability make this development a good asset for the pharmaceutical industry.

Azbil Telstar expects this newly developed system to provide current and new customers in the pharmaceutical industry with better solutions for managing vials, specifically in connection with freeze drying machines. The resulting increased competitiveness is expected to put the company in the forefront of the industry in the area of automatic vial handling solutions.
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